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This document doesn’t only reflect the words that you will find in the audio file that you can 
hear on our website. After the original recording, a re-channeling processed happened, by 
Jeshua ben Ekara, so that the written version would stay true to the original, without the 
vibration of the spoken word. A channeling which is presented live often delivers energy 
that is not translated into words. This second draft is a meld of the spoken word of 
December 8th 2007, and the wordless energy of that moment and the NOW moment in 
which you can become aware now that you were there then. May it help you to feel who 
you truly are.

A Year of Divinity is Coming Up 

Greetings, my Beloved Divine Children. I am Solarys of Akeneic service and I am here to 
open up that which you call the Free Energy on this planet Earth. I am here to deliver that 
which will be called the Divinity Manifest. For the words themselves and the delivering 
energy are not Divine, they are a guideline for all of you to reach that which you would call 
Divinity. 

My Beloved Divine Children, that what you have called the year 2007 has all been about 
reaching Cosmic Mastery. The year that is now at hand is a year filled with sovereignty, 
independence, it is a year filled with Divinity. My name is Solarys for a reason: I am not 
that which you call the Great Central Sun, I am the centre of that which you would call the 
All-that-Is. Not the Universe or the Galaxy, but the exact centre of everything that you 
know to be matter, energy, vibration, non-matter, non-energy and non-vibration. This is the 
totality of what you call the supposed field of experience. And this makes me into a being 
of what you would call today, Divine, Photonic, Tachyonic Energy.

It was impossible for me to speak prior to these days that you are in right now, because 
matter as known before today was quite different. It was fixed, solid, not fluid. 

The year that is to come will bring you a type of fluidity, a type of Mastery, ascension, and 
all of the elements that you have been looking for in your past. And you have heard so 
many voices over the last hundreds of years. So many have spoken to you: Ascended 
Masters, Lemurians, Magnetic Masters and so many others. All these voices were that 
which you would call a stepping stone on your journey towards Divinity. Now you are 
taking that which is called the final step into all of this. 
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Undefining Time and Space 

Why do I call myself Akeneic? Akeneic Energy flows through the timeline: the moment it 
comes in, it brings with it an element of spacelessness and timelessness, which creates in 
essence the timeline itself. On this Earth, and on all the other planets that you have 
inhabited in the past, you are used to experiencing a timeline which always goes forth. And 
the moments that have been unchangeable could not possibly be altered in any way. You 
might think or feel about it differently, but never ever was it possible to alter that which you 
have called the past. 

As you, as a race of humans, are now to beginning to work with Akeneic Energy, you will 
see that each moment again provides you with the opportunity to redefine time and space, 
or rather to un-define time and space again. And this brings the ability to be completely in 
the Now in a way that you have never ever experienced before. Being in the Now is a type 
of focus which will offer you the chance to be there in that one singular instant of reality 
and to spread forth and back into time all the uniqueness that is present within that 
moment. It’s an entirely new way of looking at time and space. It will bring you absolute 
freedom. 

Explain to me how it could have been possible in the past to experience that which you call 
‘love’? Love is an energy which needs joy and freedom, a blank state to be experienced 
fully, otherwise you are always experiencing love based on past experience or future 
potential. 

You are now entering a realm where you will see that even that which you have called 
‘potential’, is going to be erased from your ingredient list for creating ‘reality’. You could not 
understand this before, but potential is in fact based on a past experience or on at least a 
field of experience. It was impossible to manifest a potential into reality without a unique 
previous experience. And it will always remain impossible, now that you are returning to 
that which will soon be called Divinity. You are again becoming the God that lives within, 
that needs no illusion, no Mastery, no past, present and future. Imagine an existence filled 
with that which you would call emptiness, a canvas that in the next moment presents itself 
again to you completely blank. 

I call you my children, and you might think that I am God, which I am and am not. God is a 
concept which cannot exist in the blank state of Divinity. 
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The Journey Goes On 

You thought the journey was nearly complete? It is not, the journey can only be complete 
when there is nothing left: no future, no present, no past. I call you my children because 
you were there the moment that we created all the Universes, because, you too, are based 
on Akeneic Energy, which runs back and forth at the same time, just based on one 
essential particle, being All-that-Is, being God. And the love of God, the love of you, is a 
love in all its purity, which is not based on a past event, nor on fear for future experience 
neither. You will learn that creating a Now based on a past moment becomes quite 
impossible. You will have learned then to be the Cosmic Master, to be this entity in control 
of its universe and reality and to understand the principles of Freedom, Joy, and Love. 

But you are not working with it yet. 

The beginning of this year 2008 will give you the opportunity to master the illusions. Many 
have spoken about this and they will speak anew. For this reality that you see around you 
will still continue to be around in the linear timeline. I am here to bring you the end of the 
journey, which is not an end at all, but stillness. 

You have heard of the concepts of love, joy, freedom, and of stillness and focus. You have 
heard of Mastery and Divinity, but you do not understand them truly yet. Together with 
those, who have been speaking for such a long time on this planet and other planets, I am 
now here to put the centre of creation back where it belongs: in your centre. 

Duality means taking away the centre of man and putting it somewhere far removed from 
you, duality is creating your illusionary world and taking it away is to give the centre back 
to you. 

You have been taught by Ekara about the Akene which is I, Solarys, and all of these 
concepts, which you are searching for without finding them within yourselves first. It is 
always there. 

And so, as these others now are preparing to bring in the free Energy, I am telling you 
about this free non-defined Energy. You have been taught to let go of identity and 
personality. These advices are becoming a necessity. Because , if you carry with you a 
past experience you will find yourselves stuck. 
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The Concept of No-thing 

You talk about mastering illusions, form, time and space, exchange, death and separation. 
What lies behind this Mastery? Nothing. No-thing. 

What is the concept of no-thing? It means no past memory, no molecule, no atom, no 
energy either. This means letting go of all of it. The letting go of all of it means, in essence, 
a total, complete rebirth at any given moment. And even that concept of the Now, is in 
essence a ‘thing’. All of these words coming to you now are a ‘thing’, so are the veil, your 
home and yourself. Letting go of these things is the only way to find your Divinity.

It is easier than you would think. You do not have to inventorize your reality, or to look at all 
of your objects that you have gathered around you; you do not have to let go of people. 

What you do have to let go of, however, is you. Do you understand that, my Divine 
Beloved Child? And that is the process that you have been in ever since you were born 
here on this planet Earth. And it seems illogical and strange, the things you need to let go 
of you. You have been told to let go of so many things, and now I, Solarys am here to tell 
you that all you need to do is to let go of you. 

How? As you look in the mirror every single day you see the body, as you walk the streets 
you see everything that is around you, as you go through the field of experience you are 
confronted by many objects, situations, things, people, emotions, feeling… external and 
internal. And you have been asked by those that you would call the Ascended Masters to 
let go of all things around you: people, things, events. That is the way to let go of you. 

But it is the intent behind the action that matters most. By now you must have found out 
that there are two ways of letting go. One hurts like hell because it is a mental process and 
the other feels like bliss and paradise. The first instance, as you go through a mental path, 
it seems you are losing stuff, people and events, you are losing your own identity and your 
own history. It is indeed a difficult path to walk. 

There is another way, the one of bliss. For you have shattered your energy through so 
many different places as you have shattered yourselves, and letting go mentally would 
indeed mean losing an aspect of yourself, such as saying goodbye to a love affair, a 
person, to a job or an object. The state of bliss that can be reached is the reclaiming of 
that energy that you must keep at all times in a neutral state. For it is that neutral state 
which will in the end set you free and give you the liberty to become All-that-Is, and to once 
again blend with the heart of all things. 
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Two More Layers to Let Go of 

As Ekara continues to be, on this planet Earth and throughout the Galaxy, the Universe 
and all other life, a speaker from the heart of all things, you could call me the exact centre 
of all things, and that means that I can only exist from a standpoint of neutrality. It is you 
that are giving me the voice now and the intent and intensity with which I speak for I am 
always in a neutral state. I am always in that centre of stillness which is not even the Now, 
which has no word, for it is not energy nor trinity. It is Divinity and that is even a wrong 
word for there is no word. 

The ‘space’ in which I exist is not even emptiness. It is a neutrality of such a great extent 
that there is just one particle present, which you have called God. The Lemurians that still 
live within you did not call it God, they called it Akene and it lives within you. To get to that 
Akene you need to let go of these layers around you, which in the last twenty or thirty 
years or so you have learned to let go of. They were the layers of emotions, the Akash, the 
layers of so many different things that were holding you back. 

Now you must learn to let go of the final two layers: the body and the mind. Oh blessed 
Child, it is so very simple. How else would you reach that Divine centre within you than to 
take away the layers around it. I remind you however that when I speak of the body I do 
not speak nearly about the flesh, bones and the blood that is making up your husk. I am 
speaking of the reality that is around you, which is indeed your body. You would 
understand if you were only ready to open your hearts and your eyes.

The first time, you have gone through all of your lives with your hearts and eyes closed. All 
that you could see were those things that were projected onto you. It pains me to say this 
but you have not lived one day in Totality or Divinity, or a true type of reality where you 
have that blank canvas having the ability to paint a true expression of self. You do not have 
that experience yet, but it is coming. 

It is for this reason that the Ascended Masters - reunited again with me - found that 
‘wordlessness’. The reason why they are here on this Earth right now is to allow you to 
take the same steps. But you are being so very stubborn, you are holding on while your 
entire soul and heart is screaming ‘Please, set me free, let me go!’ Oh blessed human, you 
should know that the road is shorter than you think, it can happen literally in the blink of an 
eye, with one breath, with one decision to completely and utterly let go of you. But first you 
had to be taught about mastery and the Cosmic attributes, for this type of Mastery that you 
are still learning actually is nothing more than the exploration of self and own body, which 
is bigger than the husk you sit in that you have called ‘you’. 
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Cosmic Time 

Oh, how little you have made yourself, and how much desire must there be? We do not 
even dare to open up to this emotion, for if we did this, if we made ourselves so small as 
you make yourselves every day so that you would be able to want and long for things, we 
would most surely cease to exist. 

And that is exactly what you have done: you have chosen to cease to exist. Would you call 
this existence, the state that humanity is in right now, liberty, divinity? It is not. It is a sad 
state to be in. And those who went before you know this. And I know very well that the 
experiences that are presented to you must seem very nice and pleasant sometimes. 
Imagine your last great experience, maybe it was good food or a good glass of a type of 
beverage that you like. Maybe it was a sexual encounter, maybe it was whatever it was. 

Do you think that this is the purpose or ‘the’ goal in life? It is but a temporary solution 
offered to you by something that is not real, by something that you call the mind. As you 
have ploughed through the Universal Manifest where you were giving instructions on how 
to become this Cosmic Master, as you ploughed through all of these other things that you 
have found on planet Earth that you would call spiritual information, you have began to 
understand these things. You are a little bit afraid of it, you do not dare to work with it fully 
and completely yet, but you will. 

I, Solarys, am here to tell you that getting acquainted with things such as the practical 
sides of the Manifest will have to come sooner than you think, much sooner. You have all 
witnessed the slowing down of linearity and the speeding up of the timeline. You have 
witnessed this for yourselves, in your societies and your countries. Your governments 
know about it and are very much aware that time is speeding up. We are here to tell you 
that time is in fact not speeding up but is slowing down. It only feels as though it is 
speeding up and this process is now going exponentially. 

It means that by the end of January 2008 and especially in the second half of December 
you will see what it is that time, which comes to a standstill, does not go slower but faster. I 
am not talking about ‘Earth time’, or about that which the Ascended Masters did before you 
(and which is already available to you): to step out of the linear time frame, space time 
continuum. No, I am talking about Cosmic time that the Mayan and the Indian knew and 
still knows. 

As Cosmic time dies down everything around you and everything within you, even your 
thoughts, seem to speed up until they are beyond any type of vibration. And then there is 
but a stillness which is my natural state. You might not remember me now, because you 
are adding on to me different attributes than the ones I normally carry, which is none. 
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So I speak with the voice of intensity which is at current the voice of humanity. Everything 
that you might remember from a time when time had not yet been invented yet, and you 
and I were still one when there was no you and I, and there was not even the ‘I’ (there was 
just this indefinable purity you call Divinity), that time, you might remember the stillness 
and the love.

What does all of this mean? That you have to say goodbye to everything else that is 
around you? In the end, yes, but do not be afraid, that is still a particularly long time away. 
At least, that is how you will see it once you get a taste of what I am talking about. In the 
mean time, as you say goodbye to the body that is all around you, you will learn that the 
Universe begins by bringing it back to a state of utter purity. 

Returning to a State of Purity

That is what Lemuria is all about: returning to a state of utter purity. That purity will then 
start showing up in that concept that you have labelled love. Purity, because there is no 
past memory or experience. Imagine a world where you create in the moment a totally 
fresh canvas ready to be filled up with all these new colours that continuously create 
themselves, for there is no past experience. So you are not defining the colours. But of 
course I am using a metaphor so that you would understand what I mean. That is the true 
essence of Universal love and of Universal joy, based on nothing that came before or after. 
That is freedom and Divinity. That is what so many people on this planet are working and 
striving for, what many are fighting against. So there you have it: a party that is wanting 
something and another party that is not wanting something. Duality. I know that you cannot 
see the bigger picture, but duality to us is no problem at all for it is created from the mind 
and everything that is created from the mind has a beginning, a middle and an end. And 
the end of duality is at hand. 

Get ready for an experience where nobody is striving for or against something because the 
thing will already be totally and purely there, in its full presence. That is what is at hand 
and waiting for you, what all these Ascended Masters, Sovereign Servants, and so many 
others are here to bring you. Because you have peeled away so many of the layers now, it 
is again possible for the first time (we know no time so this is a total event for us, through 
the entire Akeneic Energetic experience) for us to speak. And yes let us say that this 
means that you are coming closer. 

Some of you who are listening might think at this point: ‘Another Manifest, another year to 
go, an entire year I have listened to thousands of words and hundred hours of information. 
I did all I could to integrate the information, to study and do the exercises, letting go of 
what I had to let go of. And now there’s another Manifest?’ This one however is undefined, 
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meaning that it can be over as quickly as it has to. It is no longer following a structure as 
you are now defining and non-defining on this planet Earth. 

Your integration - and especially those of the 144.000, and within that group those of the 
144, which are a group of 12 Masters, ascended Masters and their students - will define 
how long this process will take. Be aware of this, understand it, then master it and create 
it. This is but a first part to an introduction that is still being presented in part in an old type 
of energy because the Free Energy has not completely come in yet. It is an introduction 
that has many more layers than the ones you are hearing now as you step into the nearby 
Free Energy paradigm. And then after that you will see how far you have already evolved. 

The Core of this Message 

It is now the task and the challenge for all of you on this Earth listening to these words, to 
really look at the concept of you, and to see how much that concept is still being defined in 
every single day, and how much of your past experience you are using to fill it in. It is up to 
you. We will implore you not to talk to anybody else about it except maybe those, who are 
coming back to assist you. Do not listen to the mental energy, because it will say different 
things. 

It is your job now to finally and firmly start peeling away that onion, as by now you should 
have the tools to peel, provided by energies such as Ekara and Kryon, one after the other 
master to come in to this planet, even since the beginning of time. Did you know that time 
does not have to last this long and that those who would speak about linearity were 
basically wrong? Only the concept was predefined. There has been no predefinition on 
how long the Earth, the other planets and ‘matter’ would take before finding back their 
centre. However you have done a great deal of stretching of linearity. That you have 
walked so far, was nevertheless necessary. It has not just brought hardship or pain, it has 
brought much experience. But now it is time to return again to that conceptual notion of 
creation, which is to be found within the Akene, the heart of all things. 

I gave myself the name Solarys and sent to my messenger to have a ‘y’ at the end. If you 
look at that 3-dimensionally you will see the pyramid of creation that you inhabit: the 3 
points forming the ground and the one point at the top creating that pyramid as a field of 
experience. I chose this name because we are looking at a centre here. In your universe 
and all the universes that are around it, everything that is the exact centre of something is 
a glowing sun of golden energy, like the Ascended Master that you know by the name of 
Jeshua or Ekara or what any other name. So we speak from the position of that which you 
would call solar for it is life-giving. Please understand that this is a name, not a definition, 
and it is there to allow you to look towards something and to be able to create this concept. 
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So as this year 2008 will commence, understand that you as a human race will have 
achieved a sense of Mastery, if not the actual action that is Mastery, then let alone the 
concept of it. For you are now fully aware of the field that you are living in, aware of the 
illusions and how to master them, as such it is time to begin your path to Divinity. 

And that is a return to the core, to the heart of all things, unlike anything that you have ever 
encountered. If there is anything at all that you remember from this message today then let 
it be this one simple notion: that love can only be truly Universal, when there is nothing 
that comes before it, and nothing that goes after it. It is a very simple message that we 
give as the introduction to this Divinity Manifest and it will turn out to be the foundation for 
everything else. If you cannot put that into practice, understand then that you are in a state 
of mind. It is as simple as that. Either love has nothing that came before or after, or it does. 
In one case you are in consciousness and in the other case you are in mind. 

If you walk away with that from this message, then you have walked away with the exact 
centre of the energy of this message, an energy that we have created. So please, accept 
this gift. 

The First Principle of the Akenet is Universal Love

One of the differences between previous messages given through so many messengers, 
and the one coming in now, is that each time we will imprint the exact centre of it onto your 
Akene. And this is that which will form your Akenet, it will be the programming language for 
this Akenet. The first principle of the Akenet is about love, a universal type of love that is so 
aware and present that nothing comes before or after it. And that, my Beloved Divine 
Children, is the way out of the box of the mind, which you have created for yourselves. 

In the coming time you and I will get to know each other better and we will talk more 
personal than we are talking now. But do understand that talking through a body is very 
strange to me. Much like it is for a Master Energy such as Jeshua to sit in it, as it is an 
illusion. 

Do understand that you will be imprinted by much information in a different way than 
before, this time requiring of you that you immediately put it into practice. There will be no 
postponing or it will not be possible for you to continue. We will no longer allow you to just 
listen to us, and that is the difference: I am unable to continue working with you if you have 
not mastered that which I have said before. For each time I will take you further, as I will be 
waiting for you on the road. You are the ones walking the road that will be paved by these 
principles, that are to be found within these messages. 
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Do not take this any longer on a theoretical level and put it into practice today. You have 
waited for this and studied this long enough. And to make it easy for you, there are those 
on the planet, Masters of Ascension, Masters of Universal love and Universal joy and 
Universal Freedom, that will help you to put these things into practice. My Blessed Beloved 
Divine Child, tonight as you sleep, I invite you to experience Totality and Divinity. 

The Now Space is Love - Love is the Now Space 

We will leave you now with the simple notion to remember that Universal Love has nothing 
that came prior to it and nothing that will come after it. It is just there in the Now space. 
Help each other to live it, not just to know it. It is the greatest gift that you can truly give 
another human. 

And as I take my leave of you, know that I am to be found in that singular total space, 
which is right there in your chest that which you call the Akene, that which you call God. 

Enjoy the journey of letting go of you, enjoy the discovery of the true nature of Universal 
Love and once you have found, worked and played with these things, I, Solarys of Akeneic 
service, will speak again. Remember also that you can only work with the material and the 
teachings that I have to offer on an Akeneic level. That means that you must forget to see 
yourselves as a linear being and that you must forget the linear notion of learning and 
remembering something. Things no longer work that way. 

Learn how to work with this Akeneic material, meaning that it will run through your future 
and past timeline. Be very aware of the impact of what you are doing.

There is one last thing for me to say. If you ever need examples, and you do not want to 
look towards the Ascended Masters that might be around you, then look to the dolphin, the 
whale and the turtle. Look at the dog, the cat and the horse, and the entire animal 
kingdom, for in their pristine state, they know not what came before. 

It is very ironic that humanity would see this as a disadvantage. They would look at for 
instance a fish, and then they would say: ‘Oh, it only has a memory of about a second and 
a half, poor thing’. Blessed thing ! That is what we say, for it is not bound to a linear prison. 
It is always ready to experience again, pristine, pure, perfect, in other words total. Look to 
these Masters, they have much to learn to you. 

Remember everything that was said here tonight, remember the truth about love. And also 
remember a future time, which you would call the New Lemuria, which is the first step 
towards achieving your goal, where these things that have been spoken about now are so 
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natural. There will be a time, in the New Lemuria just a couple of years down the road, 
when these people standing before the final shift, will look back and would say: ‘Who 
would have thought that the human being living in the year 2007 and in the year 2008, with 
so much pain and suffering, would really manifest this peace and this prosperity, a world 
without pain and hate, a world based on love, joy and freedom? Who would have thought 
that they could do it?’ Well, my answer to them: ‘They are sitting in front of me and are 
listening to my words right now.’

You are the ones, it is your thoughts and your hope, your love and your wish to create that 
world, that in the end will create it. Go well, go boldly, go in love, in joy and in freedom. If 
you are serious about these teachings, no matter what happens, just keep on walking. We 
will speak again, when you are far enough for us to speak again. We will wait for you. 

And so it is 
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